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Abstract
A new type of a controlled active
reactance based on a high frequency resonant
inverter with bidirectional switches is proposed
and examined. Its important advantages over other
approaches are: lower energy stored in reactive
elements and lower harmonic distortion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Controlled active reactances applied in active power filters
and in static VAR-compensators can be divided into two
basic types: those using switch controlled reactors or
capacitors [l-31 and those based on inverters in conjunction
with energy storage elements (capacitors or inductors) [l-71.
The problems of reducing the stored energy [5,6] and
minimizing harmonic distortion [7] in VAR compensators
are of great theoretical and practical importance. In this paper
we describe a new solution to these problems and examine
the potentials of the proposed approach. The essence of the
suggested method is the realization of a controlled reactance
by a high frequency single phase inverter loaded by a resonant
network.

111. THEORETICALANALYSIS

The commutation function F (Fig. 2) represents the state
of switches during a switching period Ts: F=l when S i and
S 3 are 'on', F=-1 when S2 and S4 are 'on' and F=O when Si
and S2 or S3 and S4 are 'on'. The current io of the inductor
L f flows into the resonant tank LrCr when F=+l and is
shorted via two serially connected switches when F=O. Hence
the commutation function F (Fig. 2) has a square waveform
with a dead time t a = a l o s where a is the dead angle in
radians and os=2x/Tsis the switching frequency.
The main assumptions of the present analysis are:
1. Ideal switches, capacitors and inductors.
2. The voltage vo of the ac network does not include high
harmonics:

11. TOPOLOGIES

The proposed controlled active reactance can be realized by
one of two topologies: applying a parallel resonant network
LrCr (Fig. la) or a series resonant network LrCr (Fig. lb).
The resonant circuit is placed in the diagonal of a bridge
formed by bidirectional switches S1-S4. The other two
terminals of the bridge are connected to the ac network of
voltage vo. The interface circuit includes a serially connected
filter inductor Lf in the topology of Fig. l a and a parallel
connected filter capacitor Cf in the topology of Fig. lb.
Since the topologies are dual to one another, the paper
examines only one of them (Fig. la).
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where Vo is rms voltage, oo is the frequency of the ac
network and t i s the time.
3. Exact analysis is too cumbersome when 01 >O (Fig. 2).
Therefore we consider steady state processes taking into
account only the first harmonic of the commutation function
F:
4
F(1) =cosa sin(ost)
(2)
x
When the inverter has a capacitive nature and therefore the
first,harmonic of its output current io(l) leads the voltage vo
of ac network (eq. (1))on d 2 :
io(~>=Io(l
)mcos(oot)

(3)

where Io(1)m is the peak of the first harmonic of the output
current. When the inverter has an inductive nature eq. (3)
should have a minus sign on the right side.
Applying (2) and (3), the current i feeding the resonant
circuit LrCr is found to be :
4
i = io(l)F(1) y Io(1)m cosa cos(o0t) sin(ost)
(4)

Fig. 2. Waveform of the commutation function F.
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This approximation is valid under the conditions os>>oo,
since the variation of cos(oot) and sin(oot) during a high
frequency half period is in this case practically insignificant.
Hence, taking into account (9a) and (9b) we obtain from
Fig. 1. Proposed controlled active reactances based on resonant inverters:
(a) - with parallel resonant network; (b) - with series resonant
network. S 1-S4 are bidJrectiona1 switches.

Eq. (4) implies that the current i includes two components
with frequencies os-ooand os+oo:
2

i = -Io(l)m

n

COSCL {sin[(os-oo)tl+

sin[(os-oo)tl}

(5)

The voltage vr across the resonant circuit LrCr is found
from (5):

(6):

Vab(1) = Vab(1)m sin(oot)

(10)

where Vab(1)m is the peak of the first harmonic of this
voltage:

4
n

Vab(1)m = T I o ( l ) m (X2-xl) cos2a

(11)

Applying Kirchhoffs law, the following equation can be
written for the case that the inverter exhibits a capacitive
nature (Fig. la):

2
Io(1) ~ C O S U (COS[(~~-CO~)~]+X~COS[(CO~-~~)~]
X~
)=
Vr = - ;
= vab( 1)m- vLf( 1)m

five

= - 2 1o(l)mcosa{(~1+~2)cos(ost)cos(oot)
+

x

+ (X 1-X2)sin(ost)sin(oot) }

(6)

where X i and X2 are input reactances of the resonant circuit
LrCr for the frequencies os-ooand os+oo:

where VLf(l)m is the peak of the first harmonic voltage
across the input inductor Lf:
VLf( l)m = Io( 1)m ooLf
From (11)-(13) we obtain:

(7)

x2=

1

1
(os+wO)cr - (os+oo)L,

(8)

The first harmonic of the voltage between the points a and
b (Fig l a ) of the inverter (Vab(1)) is found from (6) by
replacing the rapidly changing functions cos(wst) and
sin(wst) by their average values during a half period of the
switching frequency:

.I2vo
Vab(l)m=Tf
1X
where Xo is the reactance:
4
x0= ( X ~ - X ~ ) C- O
ooLf
S~~
n2

and X is the controlled part of the reactance Xo:

(13)

The inverter has a capacitive nature when:

and an inductive nature when:
-2OOV I
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In the case
4
IE2

-(X2-X1)cos2a = ooLf
the current fed to the ac network will diverge to infinitely
high values exhibiting a unique resonant phenomenon which
is linked to the switching action. The nature and frequency of
this resonant process differ from the classical resonance of
passive networks. Since this phenomenon is due to the
switching action, we define it as a “commutator resonance”.
The accuracy of the equations derived by above approximate
analysis was confirmed by simulation (Fig. 3).The peak
current obtained by simulation for the capacitive case (Fig.
3a) is about 6.92A as compared to the calculated value of
6.17A (see parameters in the title of Fig. 3). The peak
current obtained by simulation for the inductive case (Fig.
3b) is about 5.38A as compared to the calculated value of
4.74A.
Simulated waveforms of the voltage Vab and of the output
current io are presented in Fig. 4. The waveforms correspond
to the most important case when the inverter operates as a
capacitive reactance.
The peak value of the voltage Vab equals to the peak value
of the voltage vr across the resonant link (vab m=Vrm). This
peak is calculated by applying the condition that in the case
os>>oothe value of Vab(1) is practically constant over a
half period of the switching frequency, and is therefore equal
to the average value of Vab during this half period.
Considering the half period which corresponds to Vab( 1)m
(and hence, to vab m) and applying (19b) we find:

-

or taking into account (15)

The rms voltage across the resonant network is half its
peak value (because the high frequency carrier is modulated
by the low frequency component of the ac network) :

(b)
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Fig. 3. Simulated current io transferred to an ac network of voltage vo by
proposed inverter under various operating conditions: (a) capacitive reactance; (b) - inductive reactance; (c) - commutator
resonance.
Vo=lOO V, Lf7.18 mH, c f 4 2 pF, m0=314 rad/sec, a=@ In (a):
L+O mH, (u,=1963.5 rad/sec. In (b): +SO mH, ms=1256.6
0 os=1885 rad/sec.
rad/sec. In (c): L ~ l 0 mH,

Average energy stored in the electric field of the capacitor
Cr and in the magnetic field of the inductor L1. is found from
(23):

Analysis shows that in addition to the first harmonic the
voltage Vab includes harmonics of the order
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the ideal LrCr network and is much higher than the frequency
ooof the ac network:

Under these conditions (27) can be transformed to:
7

50ms
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Fig. 4. Simulated voltage v&, and current io waveforms: Vo=loO V, k-4
mH, 00=314 r d s e c , os=6280 rdsec. Upper two traces: u=O,
Tc
Lp1.6 mH, G=16 pF. Lower two traces -5, L p 1 6 mH, c f 4
I@.

h=2gks+l

(25)

The last equation expresses the reactance X as a function of
the actual k,Cr elements and can therefore be used as a basis
for comparing the proposed approach to other methods.
For example, in the controlled reactance topology of Fig.
5a, a capacitor CO is connected in parallel to a switchcontrolled reactor Lo [1,5]. Hence, CO(Fig. 5a) replaces the
reactance X at oo.Taking into account this requirement and
applying (26), (29), (30), the following approximated
relationship is obtained:
n

The switch controlled reactor Lo must compensate (when
needed) the current of Co. Therefore, its inductance can be
found from the trivial expression:

where ks is the frequency ratio
Lo=-

1
oo2co

and g=1,2,3, ... ,oo. Thus, if the switching frequency osis
much higher than the frequency of the ac network oo,low
order harmonics will not be injected into the ac network. For
example, if ks=20 the lowest harmonics order (after the first)
will be 39, 41, 79, 81.
The peaks of h-order harmonics are expressed by following
equation (for d):

Iv. COMPARISON TO OTHER TYPES OF CONTROLLED
REACrANCES

The following discussion is for the case when the
uncontrolled part o o L f of the reactance Xo (eq. (26)) is
considerably smaller than the controlled part X:
ooLf << x

(28)

In this case, the output current of the inverter io (i.e. the
current of the controlled capacitive reactance) is mainly
determined by the reactance X. It is also assumed that the
switching frequency osis close to the resonant frequency of

Applying (26), (29) and (31) we obtain:
Lo =

4ks2cos2a
IC2

Lr

(33)

Average energy stored in the electric field of the capacitor CO
and in the magnetic field of the inductor Lo is calculated from
(31):

Comparison of (34) to (24) reveals that the energy stored in
the reactive elements CO and LO (Fig. 5a) is approximately
twice higher than in the proposed controlled reactance (Fig.
1a).
Comparison to controlled reactances topologies that apply
non-resonant inverters and a large capacitance (or large
inductance) as a DC energy storage (Figs. 5b and 5c) was
carried out in a similar way.
Approximate relationships between the energy stored in the
capacitor of the voltage-fed non-resonant inverter w n - r (Fig.
5b) and in the capacitor of the proposed controlled reactance
ECr (Fig. la) are dependent on the operating mode of the
non-resonant inverter:
without PWM
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ECn-r
IC
%r -2AVc*

(35)

when operating in P W M mode
ECn-r
2
W r -AVC*
where AVc* is the relative ripple (ripple voltage divided by
DC component) of the DC voltage across the capacitor of the
voltage-fed non-resonant inverter. The energy stored in the
inductances of the inverter (Fig. 5b) is negligible small
whereas in the proposed resonant inverter (Fig. la) the energy
is equal ECr. Taking in account this consideration and
assuming that AVc* is limited to lo%, we find from (35)
and (36) that the total energy of the reactive elements of the
non-resonant voltage-fed inverter operating without P W M is
approximately eight times higher than in the proposed
resonant inverter and is ten times higher when the nonresonant inverter operates in P W M mode.
Topologies of voltage-fed and current-fed non-resonant
inverters (Figs. 5b and 5c) are dual to one another and
therefore the total energy stored in reactive elements of both
inverters is the same. For the current-fed inverter case (Fig.
5c), (35) and (36) need to be transformed to the dual
configuration:
without P W M
ELn-r
-_-

ELr

IC

- ~AIL*

(37)

L

when operating in P W M mode

where ELn-r is the energy stored in the inductor of the
current-fed non-resonant inverter (Fig. 5c), ELr is the energy
stored in the inductor Lr of the proposed controlled reactance
(Fig. la) and AIL* is the relative ripple (ripple current
divided by DC current) of the DC current of the inductor L in
the current-fed non-resonant inverter.
The harmonic components injected into the ac network by
the proposed resonant inverter are lower in comparison to
other approaches including those operating in the PWM
mode in which the switching frequency is much higher than
the line frequency and when a special technique for
minimization of law order harmonics is used 171.

(c>
Fig. 5. Earlier proposed controlled reactances [l-71: (a) - with a switch
controlled inductor Lo, S-bidirectional switch; (b) - non-resonant
voltage-fed inverter, S1-S4 - uni-directional switches with antiparallel diodes; (c) - non-resonant current-fed inverter, S1-S4 - unidirectional switches without anti-parallel diodes.

The main differencesbetween the two approaches are:
1. The zero a case calls for variable switching frequency
but provide Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS) of the inverter.
2. In the non zero case, switching frequency can be
constant but commutation is in hard switching mode.
The conclusions of this study are summarized as follows:
1. A resonant inverter applying bidirectional switches and
loaded by a resonant tank can be used to emulate a capacitive
or inductive reactance. The magnitude of the reactance can be
controlled bv changing the switching freauencv or bv

v. DISCUSSION
AND CONCLUSIONS
The proposed variable inductance can be realized by one of
two possible approaches: with zero a or with variable a.

- -
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-

A

applying PWM. An apparent resonant phenomenon,
"commutator resonance", is discovered and its dependence on
the topology elements and operating conditions is derived.
This resonance process differs from known resonant
conditions in electrical networks that do not include switches.
2. When the switching frequency of the resonant inverter is
much higher than the frequency of the ac network, the
proposed inverter is useful as a VAR-compensator. Hence,
this inverter is a new addition to known families of VARcompensators which are based on voltage-fed and current-fed
non-resonant inverters. The advantages of the new topology
are: lower energy stored in reactive elements and lower
injection of harmonics into the ac network. Harmonic
distortion is greatly reduced when the switching frequency is
much higher than the ac line frequency.
3. Approximate design equations for the proposed variable
reactance were derived. Their validity was confirmed by
simulation.
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